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chapter 6 french and italian music in the fourteenth century - french and italian music in the fourteenth
century 1. [111] what were the "bad" things of the 14th century? 2. "good"? 3. what are the "structural" parts
of music? 4. "peasurable"? 5. (112) expand the "bad." 6. what are the important events/characters of the
church difficulty? 7. what are the changes in philosophical thought and the advances in ... chasing voices,
hunting love: the meaning of the italian ... - the fourteenth-century italian genre of the caccia has
received attention largely for its peculiar musical construction and idiosyncratic texts. a typical caccia (pl.
cacce) is a three-voice piece in which a lower voice (tenor) supports two upper parts written in canonic
counterpoint. in this musical technique, the voices sing 9 name grout, chapter 6 french and italian music
in the ... - french and italian music in the fourteenth century 1. (116) what were the "bad" things of the 14th
century? 2. "good"? 3. what are the "structural" parts of music? 4. "pleasurable"? 5. expand the "bad." 6. (118)
what are the important events/characters of the church difficulty? 7. what are the changes in philosophical
thought and the advances ... edmonton recorder society fall retreat - fourteenth century italian hunting
songs, led by vince kelly in 14th century italy there was a vogue for descriptive songs on hunting themes,
known as “cacce” (pronounced “catch-eh”, a word probably related to the english “catch” or round). the
challenge in composing a - mit opencourseware - the following chart2 is an analysis of these factors in
the known cacce of the thirteenth century. it is assumed that in polyphonic music of the fourteenth century, a
measure is equal to a breve. 1 w. thomas marrocco, fourteenth-century italian cacce (cambridge, ma, the
mediaeval academy of america, 1961), p. xii. canonic techniques in the caccia compositional strategies
... - the anonymous fourteenth-century italian treatise capitulum de vocibus applicatis verbis’, plainsong and
medieval music, 16 (2007), 19–30. ... verbal organization of cacce should be either all of seven or all of ﬁve
syllables. moreover, they are intended for as many [singers] as there are partes, and all professor e. j. dent,
ds., in the chair. - early form of the fourteenth century is the caccia, of which the words were in the form of a
madrigal (described below), but the essential point is that the music was in strict canon (at several bars
distance) over an independent bass. middle. the ballata was a form of popular origin, generally with eleven
syllables. in the typical form there are chapter 6 french and italian music in the fourteenth century burkholder/grout/palisca, eighth edition, chapter 6 10 chapter 6 french and italian music in the fourteenth
century 1. (113) what were the "bad" things of the 14th century?
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